
Clean, Bright And Articulate

A year after having been forced away from my much-loved teaching position at Central 
High, as I had neared the end of my first middle school assignment inside a repeatedly invaded 
and frighteningly unstable building, I was informed that eighth grade teachers had been 
commanded to yet another meeting.  Our small team of educators, I was now told, would be 
running through the roster of our school’s currently enrolled eighth graders.  Naïve to the 
process, I was slow to grasp the idea that – as the employees who had worked with these students 
all year, and thus knew them best?

Our task would be to identify the good kids.
The acceptable kids.  
The best students.  
Students who were, as it had been only recently (although, yes, perhaps inadvertently) 

specified by those who knew best; important thinkers holding court way up high in the topmost 
ranks of our nation’s political realm:

Presumably clean enough.  
Bright enough.  
Test-score-proven articulate enough. 
And, perhaps even? 
Nice-looking enough.
Calling upon this proposed-as-unemotional data-based selection process, conjecture held 

that through a review of testing results combined with a brief discussion of each student’s 
personality, our small team of almost exclusively dominant-culture, privileged-class educators 
would be capable of selecting, and thus allowing, a choice school seating only for those students 
deemed “good” enough.  Through this ostensibly impartial – although, in reality, fully subjective 
– process, we would be able to identify the right kids.  Kids worthy of being invited into our 
following year’s seating-exclusive/services-limited “college-bound” secondary program.

Maybe.
Oh, by now; are you grasping this?
In our publicly-lauded, reward-winning district, as an each year more imperative means 

for garnering yet more national attention – and, much, much more importantly, yet more national 
money – more and more blatantly we set out to “fix” our low-income school test scores through 
the incessant triggering of mandates; mandates which then detachedly called out for not sticking 
with, not working with, and not being responsible for what we already had, but conversely 
ordered up the chaotically rubber-stamped approval for more and more (oh, and then, more) 
innovatively brand-new, non-unionized, market-competitive, minimally-regulated choice 
schools.  

Schools then given permission to argue, that?
Well; being innovatively deregulated, being program focused, being grant-money-specific 

– they had limited seating and, necessarily, a very selective enrollment process.  Schools 
authorized through the modern-day logic of an unfettered test-score reformation, to say that they 
were sorry, but they didn’t have the resources to deal with...

Well, certain children.  
	
 Sadly?  
	
 They just weren’t equipped to handle all students.  



For example (and, oh, now really; how could you expect them to since it was so very, 
very expensive), a growing number of excitingly named new schools simply couldn’t afford to 
offer services for Special Education.  (And, my; how convenient was this when, in more than a 
few low-income, culturally-different buildings, kids who – due to struggles with literacy, 
homelessness, malnutrition, drug use, transiency, parental abuse, neglect or language disconnect 
– well, after exhibiting documented issues of behavior, so many of these students might so very 
handily, if technically illegally, be pushed into that particularly overwhelmed but now test-score-
funding-contingent department.)*  

Dramatically new choice schools which – oh, now, but wasn’t it just too bad, simply 
didn’t have the personnel budget to offer services for English Language Learners.  Those 
especially complicated students who so regularly and so predictably decimated their school’s 
building-amalgamated test scores.  

Enticingly-named new choice schools which, so sorry, just didn’t have any way to take 
on and deal with a growing number of ninth graders who (oh my; just look at those test scores) 
were still reading at a third grade level.†

In case you still aren’t quite following the logic?
The truly competitive, truly good choice schools of a modern-day reform avoided 

enrolling or, as necessitated, through the employment of harshly enforced zero-tolerance, police-
ticketing, record-building rules of behavior, evicted (after first accepting and ultimately keeping 
funding-per-body stipends), and thereby refused any long-term test-score-punishable 
responsibility for difficult or challenging students.º

And, miraculously?  
This made building test scores rise.
These, then, the exclusive limited-seat/limited-services school test scores, were publicly, 

selectively and explicitly lauded.  Touted.  Proclaimed as national wonders from the rooftops.  
This was the wonderfully compassionate test-score accountability plan which recurrently 
received a national acclaim.  This was the plan argued, notably and repeatedly by educational 
“experts” and big-wig philanthrocapitalists, to work.

And it did work.  
Well, so long as you didn’t try to peek, goddamnit. 
So long as you didn’t push your way in, hoping to get a look under that secret, chaos-

covering rug.∆
So long as, sticking to a prudently selective bell-the-cat blindness, you refused any 

interest in seeking out and actually seeing those mostly (oh, but surely irrelevant) minority 
children who, after being forced through an increasing array of the modern-day legal tactics 
attached to a choice school elimination into the fewer and fewer genuinely all-student/truly-
public schools, were – as statistically-labeled, politically-irrelevant, school-score-rejected, and, 
much, much too often, now, in über-modern days, school-and-police-record-holding constituents 
– allowed to become the ever more hapless guinea pigs of a lucrative experimentation.

Kids who, through the multiple processes attached to a non-democratic, but in modern 
days legally sanctioned, restrictive school selection?  Found themselves increasingly pushed out 
of limited-seat choice school options into the waning world of an honestly all-student-inclusive 
“public” education.  An ever more vitiated world where, with each progressively unprotected and 
competitively punished year?  

They found an additional level of innovative disorder. 
Less and less stability.  



A minimal, ever attenuating academic focus.  
And, well, huh. 
The increasingly elevated chance of being not only insistently targeted, but belligerently 

and publicly labeled as being nothing more than our nation’s most visibly data-proven – and thus 
inarguably unwanted – failures.

*When recent governmental leadership mindbogglingly legislated the now “funding-contingent” testing of special 
education students (and here I would argue that there is something fundamentally repulsive in the very nature of 
suggesting that if the scores of special needs students do not rise, you will withhold their funding) a friend working 
with integrated needs children sighed heavily.  “Just think,” she suggested, “of what we could do for our students if 
they only allowed us to have the money which they will now spend on testing them.”

†While in many states it is no longer the fashion to have students repeat class levels, in the past those students who 
could not produce expected results were often held back until requisite skills were acquired.  In modern days, 
however, it is not unusual to find a growing number of children who have been socially promoted – with or without 
attaining those necessary skills.  (I, personally, have been a witness to more than one middle school where each and 
every eighth grader enrolled into the school was summarily promoted and moved on into high school, with no 
concern for ability, attendance or grades.)

ºIn one low-income, culturally-different neighborhood overwhelmed by years of failed reforms, a few parents 
argued for additional change.  Skeptical citizens raised the question: But, will there be a guaranteed seat for every 
student in our neighborhood?  And it is herein that we find the rub.  Should all students in a non-regentrified 
neighborhood be enrolled into a “new” school, student-amalgamated test scores will not rise – and the community 
will simply continue to hear, year after year, that they, their schools, and their students have yet again failed.

∆While the argument maintaining that the balance of Special Needs, Language Learner and Behaviorally Displaced 
students no longer finds an equal distribution across our educational spectrum bounces back and forth between 
school-choice advocates and traditional-school activists (with choice advocates saying that this fact isn’t true, and 
traditional activists saying that it is true), my question has always been: In a country obsessed with data, why aren’t 
the exact statistics around this concern simply collected, diagramed, color-coded, pie-charted, bar-graphed and 
disseminated?  (Would this helpt to explain, for example, why it is that the enrollment of Integrated Needs students 
rises dramatically in non-reformed districts when those districts which surround them have been repeatedly invaded 
by a test-score-based “innovation”?)


